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Milet Publishing

9781785088605

Pub Date: 1/15/18

Ship Date: 1/15/18

$8.99/$11.99 Can./£7.00 UK

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 80

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013000

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.5 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Friends (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism. They are based in Chicago. Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for

children, young adults, and adults, featuring more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that

celebrate multiculturalism and multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler's vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is ideal for

helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting more complex concepts that go beyond colors and

numbers, titles in the series feature animals, fruit, home, and vegetables. This collection combines

photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for both individuals and

groups, these books are a child's perfect introduction to exploring other cultures.

Milet Publishing

9781785088421

Pub Date: 2/28/19

$8.99

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 40

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013000

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W

My First Bilingual Book–Empathy (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler's vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is ideal for

helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting more complex concepts that go beyond colors and

numbers, titles in the series feature animals, fruit, home, and vegetables. This collection combines

photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for both individuals and

groups, these books are a child's perfect introduction to exploring other cultures.
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Milet Publishing

9781785088780

Pub Date: 1/15/18

Ship Date: 1/15/18

$8.99/$11.99 Can./£7.00 UK

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 80

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Foreign Language Study

JNF020000

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.5 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Love (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism. They are based in Chicago. Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for

children, young adults, and adults, featuring more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that

celebrate multiculturalism and multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler's vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is ideal for

helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting more complex concepts that go beyond colors and

numbers, titles in the series feature animals, fruit, home, and vegetables. This collection combines

photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for both individuals and

groups, these books are a child's perfect introduction to exploring other cultures.

Milet Publishing

9781785089121

Pub Date: 1/15/18

Ship Date: 1/15/18

$8.99/$11.99 Can./£7.00 UK

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 80

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Foreign Language Study

JNF020000

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.5 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Sharing (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism. They are based in Chicago. Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for

children, young adults, and adults, featuring more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that

celebrate multiculturalism and multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler's vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is ideal for

helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting more complex concepts that go beyond colors and

numbers, titles in the series feature animals, fruit, home, and vegetables. This collection combines

photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for both individuals and

groups, these books are a child's perfect introduction to exploring other cultures.
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Kuperard

9781857338478

Pub Date: 7/1/16

On Sale Date: 7/5/16

$11.99/$15.99 Can./£7.99

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

168 Pages

Carton Qty: 72

Travel  /  Middle East

TRV015000

Series: Culture Smart!

Territory: World except

UK/Ireland

6.8 in H | 4.3 in W | 0.5 in T

| 0.4 lb Wt

Iran - Culture Smart! (2nd Edition)

The Essential Guide to Customs & Culture

Stuart Williams, Culture Smart!

Contributor Bio
Stuart Williams is a British journalist specializing in financial and current affairs. A graduate of Worcester

College, Oxford, he has worked in Frankfurt for AFX News, and for Agence France Presse (AFP) in Paris,

Nicosia, and Istanbul, where he is now deputy bureau chief. Stuart first visited Iran after leaving university,

and was captivated by the country. After learning Persian, he worked in Tehran for AFP for two years.

Other Formats

eBook - 10/22/2010 9781857335989

Paperback - 10/1/2008 $9.95 9781857334708

Summary
Iran is rarely out of the headlines, and there is likely to be a rush of interest from tourists and investors if the

provisional framework agreement reached in April 2015 is implemented, lifting most sanctions in exchange for

limits on its nuclear program for at least ten years. Western fascination with Iran is nothing new. For

centuries, foreigners have been entranced by a country that is quite distinct from all others in the region. Iran

is home to one of the world’s oldest civilizations. Travelers have long been seduced by the echoes of the

extraordinary ancient history contained in the word “Persia.” But Iran is also a modern society that is

experiencing great change. Although it is still feeling the effects of the Islamic Revolution of 1979, social

restrictions have loosened considerably in recent years. Strict Islamic rules coexist with an increasingly

dynamic society driven by an overwhelmingly young population. Animosity toward the West at a political level

sits side-by-side with a wholehearted welcome for foreigners as individuals. Culture Smart! Iran takes you

beyond the cl...

Odyssey Books & Maps

9789622178687

Pub Date: 12/1/16

Ship Date: 12/1/16

$24.95/$29.95 Can./£15.95

UK

Discount Code: LON

Trade Paperback

464 Pages

Carton Qty: 20

Travel  /  Middle East

TRV015000

Series: Odyssey Illustrated

Guides

8 in H | 5 in W | 1 in T | 1.7

lb Wt

Iran (5th Edition)

Persia: Ancient and Modern

Christoph Baumer, Helen Loveday, Fitzroy Morrissey...

Contributor Bio
Dr. Christoph Baumer. A Fellow of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland and of the Explorers

Club, New York, has traveled extensively in Central Asia, China and Tibet. Helen Loveday is a curator of the

Baur Foundation Museum and is a senior lecturer at Geneva University. Fitzroy Morrissey has a BA in Arabic

& Islamic Studies and an MPhil in Islamic Studies & History with Persian language from Oxford. A scholar of

Islamic intellectual history, he is currently researching Sufi thought for his DPhil at Oxford. Bijan Omrani is a

Fellow of the Royal Asiatic Society and the Royal Geographical Society, and author of Asia Overland, and

co-author of Afghanistan, A Companion and Guide, published by Odyssey Books & Maps. Bruce Wannell has

lived and travelled in Iran and Afghanistan for many years.

Summary
Iran, or Persia as it was formerly known, has been of interest to outsiders for millennia. From the Greco-

Persian wars of antiquity, through the rise and flourishing of Islam, to the age of European imperialist

expansion in the East, Iran has been a central player in global history. Drawn by its strategic location along

the Silk Road, ancient and distinctive culture and abundant natural resources, foreign diplomats, traders and

travelers have been coming to Iran for centuries. The Islamic Revolution of 1979 and subsequent events put a

strain on Iran’s relationship with the outside world, particularly the West, leading to sanctions and a decline in

tourism and trade. Yet early in 2016 the Lausanne Accord over Iran’s nuclear program, and then national

elections resulting in greater reformist representation in Iran’s Parliament have greatly increased the country’s

attractiveness to outsiders, with travelers and business people once more setting their sights on Iran.

The Guide offers visitors to Iran scholarly and readable introductions to:

• Zoroaster, Cyrus, Darius & Alexander

• Shi’a Is...
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Milet Publishing

9781840595833

Pub Date: 11/15/11

$19.95/$21.95 Can.

Discount Code: AUD

CD-ROM

1 Pages

Includes CD-ROM

Carton Qty: 60

Ages 5 to 7, Grades K to 2

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Reference

JNF048030

Series: Milet Multimedia

7.5 in H | 5.5 in W | 0.6 in T

| 0.2 lb Wt

Bilingual Visual Dictionary CD-ROM (English?Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.

Summary
A resource for young learners, this series of bilingual visual dictionaries comes in a CD-ROM format to help

children add to their vocabulary. Useful, everyday words are grouped into subjects so that children can focus

on one set of related words at a time, while games such as word searches, jumbles, and matches help make

learning fun. By clicking on a picture, users can hear the word pronounced in two languages, making this an

ideal learning tool for both individual use and classroom settings.

Minimum System Requirements: 32MB of available hard drive space. Microsoft Windows Vista/XP/2000/98;

Mac OS X 10.4 and later.

Milet Publishing

9781840594683

Pub Date: 5/1/05

$7.99/$10.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

28 Pages

Carton Qty: 72

Ages 1 And Up, Grades P

And Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Foreign Language Study

JNF020000

Series: Milet Mini Picture

Dictionary

6 in H | 5 in W | 0.8 in T |

0.5 lb Wt

Milet Mini Picture Dictionary (English–Farsi)
Sedat Turhan, Sally Hagin

Contributor Bio
Sedat Turhan, founder and director of Milet Publishing and creator of TurkishBooks.com, was the main

distributor of Turkish books in Britain for more than 20 years. Prior to setting up his distribution and

publishing companies, Turhan worked in education and youth support for the Turkish community in London.

Summary
Perfect for pre-schoolers, this board book version of the popular Milet Picture Dictionary features similar

vibrant artwork in a simpler format for younger children.
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Milet Publishing

9781840593518

Pub Date: 4/1/03

$14.95/$20.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

48 Pages

Carton Qty: 36

Ages 1 And Up, Grades P

And Up

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Foreign Language Study

JNF020000

Series: Milet Picture

Dictionary series

9.8 in H | 8.5 in W | 0.3 in T

| 0.9 lb Wt

Milet Picture Dictionary (English–Farsi)
Sedat Turhan, Sally Hagin

Contributor Bio
Sedat Turhan, founder and director of Milet Publishing and creator of TurkishBooks.com, was the main

distributor of Turkish books in Britain for more than 20 years. Prior to setting up his distribution and

publishing companies, Turhan worked in education and youth support for the Turkish community in London.

Summary
This thoroughly original dictionary features vibrant pictures that stimulate creativity as children learn to

identify objects and words.

Milet Publishing

9781785080388

Pub Date: 9/30/15

Ship Date: 9/30/15

$7.99/$8.99 Can./£5.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 80

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013080

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 0.4 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–A Day (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler’s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is

ideal for helping children discover a foreign language.

Highlighting more complex concepts that go beyond colors and numbers, titles in the series feature animals,

clothes, fruit, home, jobs, music, opposites, plants, school, sports, tools, vegetables, and vehicles. This

collection combines photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for

both individuals and groups, these books are a child’s perfect introduction to exploring other cultures.
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Milet Publishing

9781785080555

Pub Date: 9/30/15

Ship Date: 9/30/15

$7.99/$8.99 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 80

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  /  Social

Topics

JNF053200

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 0.4 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Being Good (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler’s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is

ideal for helping children discover a foreign language.

Highlighting more complex concepts that go beyond colors and numbers, titles in the series feature animals,

clothes, fruit, home, jobs, music, opposites, plants, school, sports, tools, vegetables, and vehicles. This

collection combines photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for

both individuals and groups, these books are a child’s perfect introduction to exploring other cultures.

Milet Publishing

9781785080722

Pub Date: 9/30/15

Ship Date: 9/30/15

$7.99/$8.99 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 80

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013000

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 0.4 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Feelings (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler’s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is

ideal for helping children discover a foreign language.

Highlighting more complex concepts that go beyond colors and numbers, titles in the series feature animals,

clothes, fruit, home, jobs, music, opposites, plants, school, sports, tools, vegetables, and vehicles. This

collection combines photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for

both individuals and groups, these books are a child’s perfect introduction to exploring other cultures.
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Milet Publishing

9781785080043

Pub Date: 9/30/15

Ship Date: 9/30/15

$7.99/$8.99 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 80

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013000

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 0.4 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Indoors (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler’s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is

ideal for helping children discover a foreign language.

Highlighting more complex concepts that go beyond colors and numbers, titles in the series feature animals,

clothes, fruit, home, jobs, music, opposites, plants, school, sports, tools, vegetables, and vehicles. This

collection combines photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for

both individuals and groups, these books are a child’s perfect introduction to exploring other cultures.

Milet Publishing

9781785080210

Pub Date: 9/30/15

Ship Date: 9/30/15

$7.99/$8.99 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 80

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Foreign Language Study

JNF020000

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 0.4 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Outdoors (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler’s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is

ideal for helping children discover a foreign language.

Highlighting more complex concepts that go beyond colors and numbers, titles in the series feature animals,

clothes, fruit, home, jobs, music, opposites, plants, school, sports, tools, vegetables, and vehicles. This

collection combines photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for

both individuals and groups, these books are a child’s perfect introduction to exploring other cultures.
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Milet Publishing

9781840598612

Pub Date: 12/5/14

Ship Date: 12/5/14

$7.99/$8.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

20 Pages

Carton Qty: 80

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013000

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 0.4 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Clothes (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler’s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is

ideal for helping children discover a foreign language.

Titles in the series feature animals, clothes, colors, fruit, home, jobs, music, numbers, opposites, plants,

school, sports, tools, vegetables, and vehicles. This collection combines photographs, bright illustrations, and

dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for both individuals and groups, these books are a child’s

perfect introduction to exploring other languages.

Milet Publishing

9781840598773

Pub Date: 12/5/14

Ship Date: 12/5/14

$7.99/$8.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

20 Pages

Carton Qty: 80

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013000

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Plants (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler’s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is

ideal for helping children discover a foreign language.

Titles in the series feature animals, clothes, colors, fruit, home, jobs, music, numbers, opposites, plants,

school, sports, tools, vegetables, and vehicles. This collection combines photographs, bright illustrations, and

dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for both individuals and groups, these books are a child’s

perfect introduction to exploring other languages.
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Milet Publishing

9781840598933

Pub Date: 12/5/14

Ship Date: 12/5/14

$7.99/$8.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

20 Pages

Carton Qty: 80

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013000

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–School (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler’s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is

ideal for helping children discover a foreign language.

Titles in the series feature animals, clothes, colors, fruit, home, jobs, music, numbers, opposites, plants,

school, sports, tools, vegetables, and vehicles. This collection combines photographs, bright illustrations, and

dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for both individuals and groups, these books are a child’s

perfect introduction to exploring other languages.

Milet Publishing

9781840599091

Pub Date: 12/5/14

Ship Date: 12/5/14

$7.99/$8.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

20 Pages

Carton Qty: 80

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013000

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Tools (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler’s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is

ideal for helping children discover a foreign language.

Titles in the series feature animals, clothes, colors, fruit, home, jobs, music, numbers, opposites, plants,

school, sports, tools, vegetables, and vehicles. This collection combines photographs, bright illustrations, and

dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for both individuals and groups, these books are a child’s

perfect introduction to exploring other languages.
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Milet Publishing

9781840599251

Pub Date: 12/5/14

Ship Date: 12/5/14

$7.99/$8.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

20 Pages

Carton Qty: 80

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013000

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Vehicles (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler’s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is

ideal for helping children discover a foreign language.

Titles in the series feature animals, clothes, colors, fruit, home, jobs, music, numbers, opposites, plants,

school, sports, tools, vegetables, and vehicles. This collection combines photographs, bright illustrations, and

dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for both individuals and groups, these books are a child’s

perfect introduction to exploring other languages.

Milet Publishing

9781840597752

Pub Date: 2/1/14

$9.95/$10.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 50

Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013060

Series: My Bilingual Book

7.3 in H | 7 in W | 0.4 in T |

0.5 lb Wt

My Bilingual Book–Hearing (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.

Summary
Ideal for helping preschool-age children discover a foreign language, this playful and educational series of

bilingual books combines rhyming text with colorful illustrations. Each page spread includes the text in both

English and the second language in clear, bold print. Suitable for children on their own or in groups, these

books are an entertaining way for children to build their language skills.

The ear is the focus of this bilingual book about the sense of hearing.
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Milet Publishing

9781840597912

Pub Date: 2/1/14

$9.95/$10.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 50

Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013060

Series: My Bilingual Book

7.3 in H | 7 in W | 0.4 in T |

0.5 lb Wt

My Bilingual Book–Sight (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.

Summary
Ideal for helping preschool-age children discover a foreign language, this playful and educational series of

bilingual books combines rhyming text with colorful illustrations. Each page spread includes the text in both

English and the second language in clear, bold print. Suitable for children on their own or in groups, these

books are an entertaining way for children to build their language skills.

The eyes are the focus of this bilingual book about the sense of sight.

Milet Publishing

9781840598070

Pub Date: 2/1/14

$9.95/$10.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 50

Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013060

Series: My Bilingual Book

7.3 in H | 7 in W | 0.4 in T |

0.5 lb Wt

My Bilingual Book–Smell (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.

Summary
Ideal for helping preschool-age children discover a foreign language, this playful and educational series of

bilingual books combines rhyming text with colorful illustrations. Each page spread includes the text in both

English and the second language in clear, bold print. Suitable for children on their own or in groups, these

books are an entertaining way for children to build their language skills.

The nose is the focus of this bilingual book about the sense of smell.
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Milet Publishing

9781840598230

Pub Date: 2/1/14

$9.95/$10.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 50

Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013060

Series: My Bilingual Book

7.3 in H | 7 in W | 0.4 in T |

0.5 lb Wt

My Bilingual Book–Taste (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.

Summary
Ideal for helping preschool-age children discover a foreign language, this playful and educational series of

bilingual books combines rhyming text with colorful illustrations. Each page spread includes the text in both

English and the second language in clear, bold print. Suitable for children on their own or in groups, these

books are an entertaining way for children to build their language skills.

The tongue is the focus of this bilingual book about the sense of taste.

Milet Publishing

9781840598391

Pub Date: 2/1/14

$9.95/$10.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Hardcover

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 50

Ages 3 to 5, Grades P to K

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013060

Series: My Bilingual Book

7.3 in H | 7 in W | 0.4 in T |

0.5 lb Wt

My Bilingual Book–Touch (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.

Summary
Ideal for helping preschool-age children discover a foreign language, this playful and educational series of

bilingual books combines rhyming text with colorful illustrations. Each page spread includes the text in both

English and the second language in clear, bold print. Suitable for children on their own or in groups, these

books are an entertaining way for children to build their language skills.

The skin is the focus of this bilingual book about the sense of touch.
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Milet Publishing

9781840595727

Pub Date: 4/1/11

$7.99/$8.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 68

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013030

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Numbers (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler’s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is ideal for

helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting the two basic concepts of colors and numbers, this

collection combines photographs and colorful illustrations. All images include the words in both English and

the second language in clear, bold text. Suitable for toddlers on their own or in groups, these books are a

child’s perfect introduction to exploring new languages.

Milet Publishing

9781840595994

Pub Date: 4/1/11

$7.99/$8.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 68

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013020

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.5 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Colors (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler’s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is ideal for

helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting the two basic concepts of colors and numbers, this

collection combines photographs and colorful illustrations. All images include the words in both English and

the second language in clear, bold text. Suitable for toddlers on their own or in groups, these books are a

child’s perfect introduction to exploring new languages.
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Milet Publishing

9781840596113

Pub Date: 12/1/11

$8.99/$8.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 68

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013000

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.4 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Animals (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler’s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is ideal for

helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting more complex concepts that go beyond colors and

numbers, titles in the series feature animals, fruit, home, and vegetables. This collection combines

photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for both individuals and

groups, these books are a child’s perfect introduction to exploring other cultures.

Milet Publishing

9781840596434

Pub Date: 12/1/11

$8.99/$8.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 68

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013000

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.5 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Home (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler’s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is ideal for

helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting more complex concepts that go beyond colors and

numbers, titles in the series feature animals, fruit, home, and vegetables. This collection combines

photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for both individuals and

groups, these books are a child’s perfect introduction to exploring other cultures.
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Milet Publishing

9781840596274

Pub Date: 11/21/11

$8.99/$8.95 Can./£5.99 UK

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 68

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013000

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.5 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Fruit (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler’s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is ideal for

helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting more complex concepts that go beyond colors and

numbers, titles in the series feature animals, fruit, home, and vegetables. This collection combines

photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for both individuals and

groups, these books are a child’s perfect introduction to exploring other cultures.

Milet Publishing

9781840596595

Pub Date: 11/21/11

$7.99/$8.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 68

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013000

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.5 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Vegetables (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler’s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is ideal for

helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting more complex concepts that go beyond colors and

numbers, titles in the series feature animals, fruit, home, and vegetables. This collection combines

photographs, bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for both individuals and

groups, these books are a child’s perfect introduction to exploring other cultures.
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Milet Publishing

9781840597035

Pub Date: 5/14/12

$7.99/$8.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 68

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013000

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.5 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Jobs (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler’s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is ideal for

helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting more complex concepts that go beyond colors and

numbers, titles in the series feature jobs, music, opposites, and sports. This collection combines photographs,

bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for both individuals and groups, these

books are a child’s perfect introduction to exploring other cultures.

Milet Publishing

9781840597196

Pub Date: 5/14/12

$7.99/$8.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 68

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013000

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.5 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Music (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler’s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is ideal for

helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting more complex concepts that go beyond colors and

numbers, titles in the series feature jobs, music, opposites, and sports. This collection combines photographs,

bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for both individuals and groups, these

books are a child’s perfect introduction to exploring other cultures.
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Milet Publishing

9781840597356

Pub Date: 5/14/12

$7.99/$8.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 68

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013050

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.5 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Opposites (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler’s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is ideal for

helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting more complex concepts that go beyond colors and

numbers, titles in the series feature jobs, music, opposites, and sports. This collection combines photographs,

bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for both individuals and groups, these

books are a child’s perfect introduction to exploring other cultures.

Milet Publishing

9781840597516

Pub Date: 5/14/12

$7.99/$8.95 Can.

Discount Code: LON

Board Book

24 Pages

Carton Qty: 68

Ages 0 to 3, Grades P And

Under

Juvenile Nonfiction  / 

Concepts

JNF013000

Series: My First Bilingual

Book

6.5 in H | 6.5 in W | 0.5 in T

| 0.5 lb Wt

My First Bilingual Book–Sports (English–Farsi)
Milet Publishing

Contributor Bio
Milet Publishing is a leading independent publisher of books for children, young adults, and adults, featuring

more than 300 titles in English and more than 25 languages that celebrate multiculturalism and

multilingualism. They are based in Chicago.

Summary
Guaranteed to enrich a toddler’s vocabulary, this simple and fun series of bilingual board books is ideal for

helping children discover a foreign language. Highlighting more complex concepts that go beyond colors and

numbers, titles in the series feature jobs, music, opposites, and sports. This collection combines photographs,

bright illustrations, and dual-language words in clear, bold text. Suitable for both individuals and groups, these

books are a child’s perfect introduction to exploring other cultures.
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